
Robert Smith 
Group Fitness Instructor/Yoga Instructor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Motivated Fitness Instructor accomplished in helping clients at all fitness 
levels get into the best shape of their lives. Strongly believes health is a 
conscious lifestyle choice necessary for longevity and happiness. Self-
motivated Strong verbal communication Client assessment and analysis 
Certified Group Fitness Instructor Customer service professional Energetic 
personality Healthy lifestyle role model Boot camp instructor Customer-
oriented Low-impact exercise AFAA Instructor Strength coaching 
Motivational techniques Computer proficient CPR certification Group Fitness
Instructor Superior AthleticClub - Eagle Point, OR Planned routines, chose 
appropriate music, and chose movements for each set of muscles, 
depending on participant's capabilities and limitations.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Group Fitness Instructor/Yoga Instructor
ABC Corporation -   November 2008 – May 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Conducts intensive fitness moves to each member in a group setting.
 Provides the best fitness experience for both beginners and advanced 

levels.
 Gives clear guidance to perform each move as safe and effective as 

possible.
 Manages time effectively and assists other instructors when needed.
 Acknowledges new members to make them feel welcomed and part of 

the group fitness team by recognizing their progress.
 Provides knowledgeable and motivational cues that keep the class full 

of energy.
 Communicates directions well to connect with members in a positive 

way.

Group Fitness Instructor
ABC Corporation -   2004 – 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Everyday i have fitness sessions with different group of clients, for both 
corporates, private companies, schools and communities..

 everyday i encounter difference type of group of clients and capabilities
so i need to adjust the type of workout that Im about to give to...

 i have to encourage and inspire them to work but not pushing them 
selves too much as i want them to enjoy life..

 make them do what they wanna do but make them as well understand 
the cause and effect..

 I have touched their lives...
 as by handling them in short period of time, made most of my clients 

lost a lot of weight both scale and visual result..
 and even posted some of their result on my fitness page at 

www.facebook.com/coachangelbeck (clients feedback album) Skills 
Used Smash it Combat Circuit (australian Fitness) , Zumba 
fitness;Toning,Gold,Sentao U-Jam Fitness, TRX suspension , Pilates , 
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service, Travel
And Tourism.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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basic Yoga,.

Education

Associates in Applied Science in Travel and Tourism - (Central 
Pennsylvania College - Summerdale, PA)
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